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.   

My	Newest	Teaching	Opportunity	at	New	York	Film	Academy		

I was hired by the New York Film Academy in Universal City to teach undergraduate 
courses such as Critical Thinking and Introductory Psychology.  I’m excited about this new 
assignment because I get to teach film students pursuing their degree in filmmaking.  This 
college operates 15 week semesters and I began teaching my first class, Critical Thinking in 
May of 2011.  I’m enjoying this new experience.  The drive isn’t too bad if I leave around 
6:30 and get to this Starbucks a mile from the school where I enjoy a small latte for $2.65 
with a toasted bagel and light spread of cream cheese.  It takes 45 minutes to get there and I 
do some work at Starbucks until about 8:30 then head to the school. I love my students, 
many of whom are international and very interesting.  I’ve got students from Brazil, Italy, 
Egypt, Vietnam, South Korea and Mexico.   One nice fringe benefit of being an instructor 
here is I get to check out dvd’s from the library at no cost—for one week at a time.  So—not 
so bad. 

I’m also still teaching at West Coast University—the nursing and dental hygiene school in 
Anaheim. The courses I’m teaching are usually Lifespan Psychology, Cultural Pluralism and 
on occasion, Introductory Psychology and Introductory Sociology. 

Guess what —I’m entering my 21st year of teaching as an adjunct at University of Redlands.  
I’m teaching in our Orange County Regional Center most of the time, and occasionally 
teaching in Torrance.  I teach in the undergraduate and graduate business program at 
Redlands. 

Finally—I continue to teach at my senior centers listed below.  I’m trying to fill everyone’s 
learning needs and we’re doing fine reading short stories, essays, watching documentaries—
studying creative aging, comparative world religion, lifestyle modification, intercultural 
awareness and other cultural literacy topics.  It’s great and we’ll keep rocking. 

 

 

 

  

University of Redlands  

West Coast University 

Cerritos College 

New York Film Academy 

 
 
Cerritos Senior Center on Mondays from 3:00 – 5:00 
 
Norwalk Senior Center on Thursdays from 9:00- 11:00 
 
La Mirada Activity Center on Mondays from 9:00-11:00 
and Wednesdays 9:00 – 11:00 
 

That’s enough teaching. 
 

Hello	Loyal	Readers	

I know—it’s February and my last letter was in May 
of 2011.  Sorry.  Now I’ve got more to say about 
things and to brag about Founders in this letter—
especially the creative writing our residents are 
doing.  I’m also publishing some art done by our 
residents.  So, there’s lots to be impressed with here. 

You probably noticed I changed the name of my 
office from Thinking on Things Institute to The Levy 
Launch.  I’ve been thinking of a new name for my 
office, in addition to bringing aboard three talented 
colleagues named Charles Celano, Jon Gossard and 
Becky Foreman.  I’m also focusing on providing 
management and strategy consultation, corporate 
training and education, literature on cultural literacy 
and academic resources.  I believe the center now 
has lots to provide for everyone.  I’ve described our 
services on a few pages in this letter. 

At Founders, we continue to operate our supported 
employment program, and residents are earning a 
stipend for hours worked at Founders Hut, our on-
site store. I hope to expand our supported 
employment program this year and employ 
additional residents.  The dedicated, caring and 
remarkable staff at Founders continue to treat our 
residents and it makes all the difference in the world.  
We also have some wonderful parents providing 
meaningful activities throughout the year for 
residents. I want everyone to know that I wrote a 
grant to the City of Norwalk which made monies 
available through a Community Development Block 
Grant.  I submitted the grant on February 9 and 
decisions will be made at the end of April.  We’re 
hopeful Founders Outreach will be selected to 
receive funds I requested to enlarge the supported 
employment program at Founders House of Hope, in 
addition to creating other work opportunities for 
residents. In December of last year, we were 
fortunate enough to be treated to a wonderful holiday 
dinner hosted by the Norwalk chapter of the Knights 
of Columbus.  We are so thankful to the Knights of 
Columbus for their generosity and support of our 
program.  In addition, they wrote us a check to 
support our program. We were also able to do a 
community outing to Seal Beach a couple of months 
ago.  About 15 residents attended a picnic at Seal 
Beach, and we walked around and enjoyed ourselves.  
The residents enjoy spending time in the community- 
and we hope to continue scheduling outings. 
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The image on the left was drawn in water color by  ArleneGardipee 
 
Anything that has real and lasting value is always a gift from within---- Kafka 
 
The best use of a life is to spend it for something that will outlast it---- James 
 
We’ve figured it all out except how to live  
      --- Sartre 
 
After all is said and done, more is said than done 
      --- Italian Proverb 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
More recent things--- 
 
In November of 2011, my friend Charlie Celano and I competed in the Tempe, Arizona Ironman.  We went to Tempe with our families and it 
was Charlie’s first ironman.  Yes—I finished but Charlie’s finish was more righteous because it was his first ironman.  Charlie had a great race—and he 
deserves to feel great and savor his magnificent moment.  We’re all so proud of Charlie and this awesome accomplishment.  He trained months and one 
of Charlie’s guiding principles in life is “right effort—right outcome.”  You rock big time Charlie. 
 
Since we’re talking about Charlie—let explain what we’re doing together.  Charlie is a Captain with the Tustin Police Dept. and he and 
I conducted three workshops for the Tustin Police Dept. on how police officers can intervene and effectively manage mentally ill individuals coming to 
the attention of the police.  The idea to train police officers on how to interact with the mentally ill was Charlie’s in the aftermath of the Fullerton Police 
Department case involving a homeless, mentally ill individual who came to the attention of the police and later died in a hospital. Charlie and I 
conducted the workshops in December of last year and we received positive evaluations.  We’re currently preparing to conduct our next workshop in 
Palm Springs in April to police chiefs of southern California.  I enjoy working with Charlie—and I think he likes working with me. 
 
I want everyone to know that a short documentary about our Veteran’s Legacy project class will be available in a few weeks.  A film student 
at the New York Film Academy filmed our group at La Mirada this last December for a class assignment.  We’re excited and will share the 
documentary with you when it’s available.  I’ve been meeting with my WW II, Vietnam Era and Cold War vets for about 10 years now at La Mirada 
Activity Center.  We’re also in the process of creating a website for our group—the website is:  www.because-we-were-there.com  At your 
convenience, look at the website to see what we’re up to. 
 
I think I shared with everyone in my classes that my good friend Purandar Mallya, M.D. who I traveled to India with in 2010-2011 for 3 weeks just 
returned after spending 3 months volunteering at a general hospital in Udupi.  Purandar rented a room at a nice senior living facility in Haradi and 
volunteered as a psychiatrist at the hospital.  He worked Monday through Friday and visited many family members and circle of friends.  The hospital 
Purandar volunteered at is the same one we lectured at when I was there with him last year.   I admire Purandar for being so virtuous and dedicated to 
service learning.  The staff and patients undoubtedly loved him and so much appreciated the great psychiatric services he offered. 
 
I want to remind everyone that I finally published my book of free verse poetry titled Crisis in Meaning.  It was published in June of 2011 and 
I’ve received favorable comments from readers.  I think it’s good stuff—despite the material being existential and dark.  Here’s a synopsis of the book: 
 
In this collection of poetry Levy illuminates in a passionate, sensitive, yet provocative style the fundamental existential dilemmas of our time. Modern 
life tends to undermine the search for authentic meaning and enduring happiness, contributing to alienation and meaninglessness. The speed at which 
our society moves has accelerated dramatically unlike any other historical period, compelling some to cling to traditional values as undesired change 
creates difficult adjustments that upset work-life balance. Americans admit experiencing stress from long commutes to work, insecure jobs and 
dissatisfying careers. The dilemma arises from confusion surrounding what we really want out of life in uncertain times. Alienation is a pervasive, 
subjective feeling produced by living in an impersonal, industrialized society. The vulnerable individual cannot resist honoring enticing images of 
conspicuous consumption and defining success as financial prosperity. 
 
OK—if I want to stay married to that nice woman that lives with me in that house—I need to vacation with her in Italy in mid-June of 
this year.  The woman that lives with me is named Nora—and some of you people have met this nice woman.  I’ve had to postpone this vacation—and 
we’re going this year.  And YES--- I’m letting the excitement build and we’ll spend the entire two weeks in Italy.  While there--- we’ll visit our friend 
Debbie Lee who is living in Aviano—way up in the north. Debbie is a school psychologist in the school in the American Air Force base.  Italy is Nora’s 
favorite Eurpoean vacation place—and mine too.  In case you’re wondering—I didn’t go to Israel this past December because my dad wasn’t feeling 
well—and had heart valve repair surgery.  He’s recovering nicely now and thanks for all your prayers and support. 
 
 
A piece by Guillermo Galvan 
 
Freedom 
 
Freedom is the capability to choose among options when planning your life or facing life circumstances. 
 
We are free to choose in attitude: to think positive or negative 
    analyze critically life circumstances in order to act for your best or accept them as they come 
 
We are free to choose in action: by doing something or nothing when demanded 
    Do good or bad (evil) 
    Act with purpose in life or drift in life 
 
From the Christian perspective: Truth will make us free; and what it truth? 
    Christ is the way, the truth and the life. 
    Therefore we will be free following His Word 
 



 

 

Creative Expression by my Students 

For the Preservation of Mankind on Earth 
 

By Roland Culhno 
 
No nation, religion, culture and tribal authority may impose any law, canon tradition or rule that infringes on any person born on 
planet earth.  Their right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 
 
The only limitation to a person’s pursuit of happiness is when the pursuit trespasses on his neighbor’s pursuit of happiness. 
 
It is understood our planet was given to mankind by the mystical conscience of the universe.  Therefore all nations pledge to maintain 
peace on earth and its wonder for the benefit of mankind and all species that inhabit the land and sea. 
 
Of all the species on earth, only the human species has free will.  Therefore only the human species has a conscience.  Human beings 
are aware that they are part of something greater than themselves. 
 
All nations will use the law of Moses as a guide to insure the mutual respect of its citizens among themselves. 
 
All persons born on planet earth are equal to one another.  Therefore, all slavery and its trappings are banned from earth.  This 
includes religious, cultural and tribal rites that subjugate members of any group. 
 
All and any human ideology that supports a philosophy of human or cultural supremacy over other human beings is banned from 
earth. 
 
All people on earth may practice the rites of their religion.  No religion may prescribe to the notion that it is the only true, absolute 
religion or assert religious exclusivity. 
 
All persons on earth may enter into life partnerships regardless of gender.  This is a human right as it pertains to the pursuit of 
happiness.  However, human procreation has been ordained to be between human male and human female.   
 
Though all species on earth share common needs and instincts such as hunger, cold, fear, procreation and survival, it is only the 
human species that can consciously make the decision to love or hate. 
 
The following pieces were written by Lee Boga  
 
Epiteph 
 
 
Here lies the end—Of countless places Of innumerable faces Of books And dreams And dancing; 
Of rude awakenings  Of weeping  And praying And waiting; Of optimism Of pessimism Of faith 
Of love Of  Lee! 
 
 
COLOR ME 

 
Red and alluring.  Green and cool.  Black and beautiful. 
 

 
WARNING LABEL 

 
Intimate relationships can be hazardous to health;  Avoid when possible: 
Smiles—infectious  Kisses—addictive 
Bodies—explosive  No known antidote/cure at this time. 
 

Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail. 
-----  Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 

Deprived of meaningful work, men and women lose their reason for existence; they go stark, raving mad     ---- Fyodor Dostoevski 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 

The Levy Launch 
                                               _____________________________ 

A Consulting & Resource Center 
 

10435 Los Alamitos Blvd. 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

(562) 230-3334 
 

website: www.thelevylaunch.com 
 

email: thelevylaunch@yahoo.com 
 

Elijah Levy, Ph.D.  Charles Celano, M.A.  
 

 Jon Gossard, M.A.  Becky Foreman, B.S. 
 
The Levy Launch is a center providing organizations with management and strategy consultation to improve organizational performance through 
systematic analysis of existing organizational problems and developing specific plans for improvement. Our consultants will initiate and guide 
change processes, design systems and structures to support and manage change and implement technology.  We offer corporate training, coaching 
and corporate education.    
 
The center’s corporate development workshops include team building, leadership training and increasing managerial effectiveness.  In addition, 
we offer self-improvement workshops.  Organizations investing and making a commitment to offer their employee’s personal development 
workshops attract more qualified workers, improve morale, enhance job satisfaction, develop competencies, and create inclusive work 
environments. In addition, corporations maximizing on opportunities to provide their employees with self-improvement workshops convey a 
sincere commitment to develop and empower their employees to achieve their fullest potential in relation to their personal and career pursuits. 
 
The center also provides curriculum to educators interested in increasing their teaching effectiveness by incorporating curriculum written by Dr. 
Levy to more meaningfully engage students in learning.  Curriculum including Powerpoint presentations, handbooks containing lecture notes and 
small group activities are packaged for specific courses. The courses for which curriculum is available are listed in this brochure.  
 
 
Elijah Levy, Ph.D. 
 
Dr. Levy has been teaching in the undergraduate and graduate School of Business at University of Redlands since 1990.  He teaches in the MBA 
and Masters of Arts in Management programs in addition to functioning as the graduate liaison for University of Redlands, Orange County 
Regional Center.  Dr. Levy has received the excellence in teaching award on several occasions, in addition to distinguished service awards for 
volunteering.  Dr. Levy’s degree is in clinical psychology and he has over 25 years of experience working in inpatient and outpatient mental 
health settings. As a director of inpatient programs he designed psychosocial rehabilitation programs for the mentally ill.  Dr. Levy lectures on the 
subject of intercultural awareness, tolerance, how to raise nonbiased children and cultural competence. He is available to conduct workshops on 
improving management skills, teambuilding, leadership and how to improve organizational communication.  He is the author of a book on 
intercultural awareness and tolerance titled You, Me and Them in addition to a book of poetry titled Crisis in Meaning.  In 2007, Dr. Levy and a 
colleague filmed a documentary on mental illness titled Beyond the Shadow of Mental Illness. 
 
 
Charles Celano, M.A. 
 
Charlie is an executive level police manager with over 20 years experience in the law enforcement profession. He currently holds the rank of 
Captain for the Tustin Police Department in Orange County CA, where he oversees the Community Policing Bureau, comprised of over 100+ 
personnel. He is responsible for implementing the overall vision of the Chief of Police and maintaining a 24 million dollar budget. Charlie 
received his Bachelor's degree in Occupational Studies from the California State University, Long Beach and his Master's in Business 
Management from the University of Redlands. He has extensive experience in Strategic Planning, Teambuilding, and teaching as an adjunct 
faculty member in Brandman University's online program where he has taught various Criminal Justice and Sociology classes, in addition to 
developing new courses for the Criminal Justice program.  Charlie particularly enjoys teaching classes for law enforcement personnel on dealing 
with the mentally ill and with Dr. Levy has developed curriculum for law enforcement officers enrolled in these workshops.  This is truly the "tip 
of the spear "when it comes to practical police-related instruction on how to recognize mental illness, utilize effective communication tools, and 
reach a successful disposition of cases involving mentally ill persons. 
 

After all is said and done—more is said than done. --- Italian proverb 

“The irony of man's condition is that the deepest need is to be free of the anxiety of death and annihilation; but it is life itself which awakens 

it, and so we must shrink from being fully alive.”   
― Ernest Becker, The Denial of Death 



 

 

 

Becky Foreman, B.S. 
 
Becky is a professional consultant with over 16 years of executive experience in nonprofit management.  She is skilled in strategic planning and 
group facilitation, and offers individualized trainings and workshops tailored to address an agency's most pressing needs.  Becky is also an 
accomplished grant writer, whose winning proposals have helped local organizations support and expand their critically needed services. Her 
awards and recognitions include: "Outstanding Executive Director" by the Agency Executives Association,  "Community Champion” by Molina 
Healthcare, "Woman of Distinction" by California 63rd District Assemblyman Bill Emmerson, and "Everyday Hero" by the YWCA of Riverside 
County. 
 
Services offered include: 
 
Strategic Planning: Developed by the Institute of Cultural Affairs, this highly interactive process engages all stakeholders in creating long and 
short-term goals with specific timelines, activities, expected outcomes and success measurements.  This process is normally conducted over two 
days and is customized to meet an organization’s specific needs. 
 
Group facilitation: Becky is adept at leading group discussions focused around addressing immediate issues and concerns, resulting in a mutually 
agreed upon course of action that is reasonable and fair to all parties. 
 
Grant writing: Becky is an accomplished grant writer with a winning track record.  She offers an initial consultation at no cost.  Grant writing is 
billed on a per project basis. 
 
 
Jon Gossard, M.A. 

Jon has nearly 20 years of experience in the information technology (IT) space.  During that span he has worked in a variety of fields including the 
health care industry, as a consultant to small- and mid-sized businesses, and in municipal government.  His skill set ranges from the hard technical 
skills required to administer complex computer networks to the soft skills required to communicate effectively with executive management.  Jon 
particularly enjoys working in a team environment to design solutions that leverage IT to bring true value to an organization. 
 
Services offered include: 
 
Infrastructure Assessment: A complete assessment of an organization’s existing IT infrastructure, including recommendations to the infrastructure 
which would result in increases in efficiency or decreases in operational expenses. 
 
Workflow Analysis: An in-depth process including documentation of an organization’s existing workflow and recommendations to streamline 
processes. 
 
Process Documentation: Many times, organizational knowledge is lost as employees come and go.  Jon specializes in this often overlooked area, 
documenting existing processes to capture this knowledge and minimize the disruption inherent in training new employees. 
 
Project Consultation: A full array of project consultation services, from requirements analysis and determination of scope to executive summary 
and final recommendation report writing. 
 
Our artist Arlene Gardipee continues to draw in water colors and creating these beautiful pieces: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

“the best existential analysis of the human condition leads directly into the problems of God and faith” ---  Ernest Becker 
 

“Genuine heroism for man is still the power to support contradictions, no matter how glaring or hopeless they may seem. 

         --- Ernest Becker  The Denial of Death (book) 



 

 

Curriculum for Educators: 

The following are courses I have taught and for each course, a packet of curriculum is available.  Please add an additional $2.00 
for shipping and handling. 

Social and Behavioral Science Courses:     $2.00 per packet 

The American Family Death and Bereavement Life Span Psychology 

Critical Thinking  The Stress of Living Introduction to Sociology 

Social Psychology Introductory Psychology Cultural Pluralism 

Comparative Religion Construction of Identity Theories of Human Nature 

 

Business Courses:            $2.00 per packet    

Improving Communication/Reducing Conflict in Organizations 

Leadership and Motivation 

Increasing Managerial Effectiveness 

 

Corporate Workshops:       $2.00 per packet 

Increasing Managerial Effectiveness   Managing Diversity in the Workplace 

Effective Communication/Conflict Resolution           Teambuilding 

 

Booklets for Lifelong Learners: 

The booklets are priced below and please add an additional $2.00for shipping and handling. 

A Tapestry of Faith: Comparative World Religions   $2.00 

Tired of Pushing Big Gears? Just Gear Down and Enjoy the Ride $2.00 

The American Mosaic      $2.00 

Searching for More in the Second Half of Life   $2.00 

The Philosophical and Cultural Foundations of Heroism  $2.00 

The Legacy Project (outline for writing memoirs)   $1.00 

Essential Judaism: Just Enough for a Nosh    $1.00 

You, Me and Them: Reaching for Common Ground (diversity) $2.00 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

A banker is a fellow who lends you his umbrella when the sun is shining, but wants it back the minute it begins to rain. 

Be careful about reading health books. You may die of a misprint. 

Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. The world owes you nothing. It was here first.         --- All three quotes by Mark Twain 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

Why our Veterans in the Veterans Legacy Project are recording their military service to America 

By Elie Levy 

 

Stories and rituals embedded in oral histories has served a survival function for cultures by teaching and uniting individuals to create a community 
of everlasting memory. History is shaped by stories revealing true heroism; overcoming what seem to be insurmountable barriers—miracles and 
drama of the human condition. Oral histories document for the listener first hand accounts of transformative, epic events and how these 
experiences changed our lives. Without stories to inspire us to live meaningful lives we might feel alienated and lonely. Listening to oral histories 
can potentially change your life, increase your understanding of self and others. Story telling can also foster empathy, unity and engender feelings 
of belongingness. In contemporary American culture one can feel alienated from their community of living. 

If you can reminisce you can share your story. What does reminiscing mean? Reminiscing is as natural as walking. It means thinking back in time, 
remembering who you were and who you’ve become. As you think back in time, remember what experiences influenced your development and 
transformation into who you are today. To reflect on who you want to become you must have the capacity to reminisce and run a thread from who 
you were to who you are now. The process of oral history taking actually empowers you by revealing how significant your life was and presently 
is. Individuals feeling insignificant admit to being disempowered, unable to make choices to lead self-determined lives. As older adults we want to 
feel empowered because empowerment means having a sense of well-being, knowing that your life has meaning. 

Documenting an oral history gives you a unique opportunity to talk in your language about your entire life, beginning with your earliest memory. 
Stories composing your life have historical importance because they are first hand accounts of meaningful events which may include how your 
family celebrated a holiday with a special ritual. We need to know about this ritual before it fades away forever, untold and forgotten. Stories from 
your oral history represent treasures for your family and friends. Viewers will discover aspects of yourself rarely seen and talked about that adds to 
your unique character. Sharing your oral history will preserve for eternity your place in the history of humankind. Your children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren will cherish knowing how you overcame difficulties, were resilient and how your life changed as a result of it. Our lives 
are transformed by the myriads of curve balls thrown at us at fast speeds. How we swung and missed, and when we smacked the fast balls out of 
the park are stories begging to be heard and placed in a historical context of your life. Your transforming life moments will reveal your 
potentialities and vulnerabilities, and will inspire others for generations. In oral histories you offer invaluable advice to younger generations, in 
addition to responding to questions such as “Why do we become more spiritual as we age?” “What are some of your metaphors for life?” “What 
does living a life of significance mean?” How do we attain meaning and purpose in life?” 

As the listener I am curious to know what represents your most meaningful life lessons—and why. At the core of the human experience is the need 
to talk about why you’re an important human being, and why your oral history matters to your family and community of memory. It matters 
because you are a significant human being and it validates your life. Oral history taking is a life affirming experience; it’s an opportunity to 
reinforce that your life has been worthwhile, righteous and will continue to be rich in meaning. It is incumbent upon the older generations to hand 
over the baton to us. In our relay of life you transfer the wisdom and history to your family and community. A community of memory.  

As the recipient of these gifts we will transfer the baton to our children and their children. It is this intergenerational process that enables our 
culture to survive. Life stories carry lessons for us to understand how life can be uncertain and unforgiving, why and how we are all vulnerable and 
they draw us closer to the collective conscious. I suspect that the reason we like story telling is also because human beings enjoy talking about 
themselves in genuine, revealing ways. We may not like admitting it, but we like talking about our life and work. Human beings desire to be 
understood and known. Known in a pure, unblemished way that only you can articulate. 

 

Our Veterans Legacy Project class meets every Wednesday at La Mirada Activity Center from 9:00 – 11:00 

 

If you have questions about the class, please contact the instructor Elie Levy at (562) 230-3334  

The purpose of the class is to preserve the stories of the dutiful, young, heroic men and women of our great country who fought to 
preserve the liberties and freedom we so enjoy and take pride in acknowledging everyday. 

Enrolling in our class will enable you to write your military service memoirs and be interviewed using a video camera so your 
interview can be given to you on a DVD.   

We will also provide you with additional copies of your DVD interview to give family members and friends. 

If you are not computer literate, we have members in the class who will volunteer to write your memoirs on a computer. 

 

 

 



 

 

 
A Short Piece on Ernest Hemingway 

 
By Elie Levy 

 
 
Ernest Hemingway, who was born in 1899 and died in 1961 is considered one of America’s greatest writers. Hemingway represented a sort of 
mythological hero because of his larger than life image, and his penchant for being a big game hunter and sport fisherman.  He was born in Oak 
Park, Illinois on July 21, 1899 and was the product of parents with conservative, midwestern religious values, the need to be principled, work hard 
and be self-determined. His outdoorsman skills of fishing and hunting were learned from his father.  After graduating from high school Hemingway 
enlisted during WW I but was rejected because of his poor vision.  So, young Hemingway became a Red Cross ambulance driver.  After spending 
two years in Italy he returned home in 1919.  By 1920 he was in Paris where a migration of writers landed, making it a literary hangout.  With time, 
Hemingway began writing articles and short stories.  He traveled to Spain in July of 1936 to report on the Spanish Civil War.  In 1942, he traveled 
with American troops fighting the Germans.  
 
In his adult years Hemingway lived fully, enjoying celebrity status, indulging in alcohol, women, and serious adventure. In all Hemingway was 
married four times and had three children. For Hemingway living on the edge was preferred to ordinary living.  One can liken his life to a balancing 
act at the tipping point to a life consumed by self-gratification.  Hemingway needed to be at the center of the event—either in war, the bullfight or 
enjoying big game hunting.   It was not until the 1950’s that Hemingway’s acclaim began to diminish.  Refusing to surrender to his critics, he wrote 
The Old Man and the Sea in 1952, which earned him the Pulitzer Prize followed by the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1954.  At the reception he 
offered the following for his acceptance speech in 1954: 

 
“Writing, at its best, is a lonely life…He grows in public stature as he shed his loneliness and often his work   deteriorates.  For he does 
his work alone and if he is a good enough writer he must face eternity, or the lack of it, each day.” 

 
By 1960 however, Hemingway’s health was seriously declining.  He developed diabetes, vision impairment and kidney problems.  After a 
psychiatric hospitalization and electroschock treatments he was discharged.  On July 2, 1961 Hemingway committed suicide by a self-inflicted 
wound to the head.  For Hemingway, courage was the hero’s main attribute.  His hero would not engage in self-deception and he accurately 
interpreted his reality.  Honesty and integrity were his core values and his hero was concerned with maintaining manhood while honoring the 
Hemingway code “grace under pressure.” 
 
In The Old Man and the Sea, the protagonist Santiago is an old fisherman who has not caught a fish for 84 days.  Challenged by feeling defeated, 
inadequate and old, Santiago has faith that he can land a prize catch.  Santiago’s will, pride and faith enables him to overcome forces of nature in the 
form of a fish he battles with for three days.  After reeling in the large marlin Santiago attaches it to his boat.  As Santiago rows to the village sharks 
chew off chunks of the fish, leaving only a skeleton for the other fishermen to see.  In this novel, Santiago emerges as the hero because of his 
unwavering faith in himself and his indomitable or indefatigable spirit.  
 
Santiago understands that the sea can be kind, unforgiving and unfair.  Although he knows that he could be regarded as a guest to the sea, and that it 
is part of nature, Santiago perceives himself as part of nature.  By doing so he avoids becoming the antagonist doing battle against an external, 
natural force.  For Santiago conquering the elements of the sea, in the form of fiercely capturing a fish is the driving force of his heroism.  His 
monumental triumph occurs after three days of battling and reeling in his marlin.  Santiago now is victorious and Hemingway (1952) has Santiago 
declaring “Man is not made for defeat…. A man can be destroyed but not defeated” (p. 103)  Santiago as the heroic figure has dignity and grace, 
never surrendering to defeat. 
 
The other driving force in Santiago is pride.  As a fisherman, Santiago compromised his safety by venturing further out to sea to land his big catch.  
In the end, Santiago emerges as a hero by killing the marlin and experiencing a sort of spiritual grandeur—the outcome of his undying will to 
overcome external forces and elements pitted against him: 

 
I’ll kill him though in all his greatness and his glory.  Although it is unjust…  But I will show him what a man can do and what a 
man endures. Now is when I must prove it.  (p.66) 
 

In the end, this novella is a parable about life—that life is an endless struggle for perpetuation and meaning.  In the story. Hemingway shows that 
there is honor in struggle and defeat.  Hemingway’s characters in his short stories and novels were given to violence, living hard, rugged lives and 
using alcohol, being sexually promiscuous and these characters were at times, in despair and taking risks.  These male characters lived in an 
unforgiving, brutal world and their bruised bodies reflected their rugged life.  Hemingway’s heroes faced death squarely in the face and weren’t 
afraid to let their lips touch death.  Philip Young, a Hemingway biographer created the phrase “Hemingway code hero” (Young, 1966) to describe 
characters in Hemingway’s novels who possess honor, courage and endurance in confronting pain in suffering in life.  The code hero shows no 
emotions because it represents a sign of weakness and vulnerability.  
 
The existentialist themes in Hemingway’s work is expressed in characters being strong and persevering—enduring life’s painful challenges and 
seeking to create their unique, individual meaning in a seemingly meaningless world.  Hemingway’s characters realize it is their responsibility to 
make something of their lives, to define and explicate their own moral codes. 
 



 

 

Thinking on Work 
 

by Elie Levy 
 

Do you live to work or work to live?  Should our work be more to us than just a paycheck? And what’s wrong if work is just a paycheck to us? Work 
is an indispensable activity for defining our sense of self.  However, work alone does not pull for or engage our total self.  It represents one 
dimension of our multiple selves/identities from which we can feel worthwhile and draw self-esteem.  Interestingly, influences how others think of 
you.  It is more than just an instrument enabling us to live a utilitarian life?  The view of work as instrumental is a traditional American view, a 
consumerist perspective of work which may or may not fulfill our yearning for meaning and purpose in life. One can define work as an activity 
performed for economic security and sustenance.  In this way, work is conceived of as instrumental and a means to an end.  In contrast, honoring 
one’s inner, passionate voice or calling also represents work—but is an activity carrying deeper, inherent value for the individual. In this condition of 
employment, the individual sees clearly how performing his dignified work contributes to enhancing the lives of others or connecting to the larger 
community. 
 
Americans want to work and we have a peculiar curiosity about what each of us does for work.   We want to work and believe we should work, even 
if we don’t need the money.  Our belief that work, in part defines who we are has its origins in Protestantism, and is defined as the Protestant Ethic 
which asserts that work is virtuous. We have a duty to work and for some, it may represent a manifestation of an internal drive. The individual who 
works benefits by accomplishing goals and gaining self-worth. 
 
Instrumental Work 
 
Instrumental work is dignified work—it is goal oriented and practical in nature.  Meaning can be drawn from instrumental work.  Instrumental work 
provides opportunities for the individual to express his fulfillment and to structure his daily life.  American industrialization emerged from 
instrumental work—where employees produced fabricated goods like steel and textile.  
 
In pre-industrial America work was limited to farming, trapping and fishing.  As our economy transformed into industrialization farmworkers were 
replaced by the mechanical reaper and cotton gin.  Machines were being invented to replace the farmhand and workers migrated to the city to work 
in offices and factories.  Satisfied workers in instrumental jobs are paid for their work and they receive fringe benefits such as medical care, pension 
and paid vacations.  With regard to exercising control, workers are generally more satisfied when their jobs allow them to control their work 
schedule.  The opportunity to maximize learning new duties on the job also adds to job satisfaction. 
 
The Service Revolution 
 
In the 1970’s the service revolution emerged, with employment growing in the service and retail industry.  Approximately 30 million new jobs in 
banking, retail, fast food restaurants and skilled nursing homes were created.  In addition, opportunities in the computer industry surfaced. Post-
industrial America is now witnessing a growth in service occupations in health care, education, and retail trade which is altering our experience of 
what constitutes meaningful work The transformation from manufacturing goods to providing services resulted in the decline of industrialization.  
Concomitant shifts occurred as workers who operated machinery during industrialization now interacted with customers while becoming a service 
oriented, post-industrial economy. Workers, on average are interacting with people rather than machines—and as a result are reporting increased job 
satisfaction. 
 
Connectedness 
 
For some, work needs to provide deeper meaning so that one understands how their job connects to the big picture; how what they do makes a 
difference in the lives of others.  It can express our deepest yearnings for dignity, for we want to express our validation that the individual receiving 
your service is a valued human being deserving to be treated in a dignified way.  Ideally--- what should drive work?   Perhaps it needs to be charged 
by spirit; by something that ultimately deepens and enriches our lives; that allows us to connect the work we do to the larger picture.  Our needs for 
validation and feeling worthwhile can derive from the work we do when others acknowledge that our work has made a difference in their lives.  
William James said “I will act as if what I do makes a difference.” Remember, you want to make meaningful contributions to the world—and by 
clarifying the values that drive your life the more you’ll see a connection to how your work contributes to the satisfaction and pleasure of others.  I 
think sacred work is something you truly value—it’s work that pulls for the best in you; something that is intrinsically motivating for you and it’s 
work that is valued for itself. If one feels that his/her work truly pulls for their knowledge, talents and assets; and they are passionate about their 
work— then he/she can assert that it’s real, true work.  Passion comes from deep inside of us—it’s charged by spirit and it intrinsically drives us to 
perform at our highest levels.   
 
Since childhood, our socialization process taught us we needed to be something; to become something as life unfolded—to become a nurse, plumber, 
lawyer, teacher, bus driver, firefighter, pilot, mechanic. Also, do you think that we’re socialized to “have” rather than “be”?  If being informs our 
actions, and defines our self-concept as a great mother, father, plumber, recruiter, lawyer, student—then we’re likely to become self-assured and feel 
the connection to what we’ve become and what we represent to others; we are a great sibling, plumber, mother to my kids because I operate in my 
role as a mother exceptionally well—I draw self-esteem from my functioning as a mother in this role.  On the flip side, to “have” suggests we 
concern ourselves with materialistic consumption where we’re likely to define who we are by objects to accessorize our lives.  Again—in 
moderation this isn’t so bad, but if you’re primarily driven by attaining objects of status to show others your success then you’ll be working long 
hours for more money, spend time looking for others to compare yourself to, discover they’ve got more than you, and you’ll likely become what I 
call the “hungry and dying for attention” individual. It’s chasing conspicuous consumption.   Accumulating material status/objects does not lead one 
to be passionate about their work.  What’s the problem?  In our culture money can be used symbolically to define the success and for some, it is life-
enhancing; in other words, it buys one life—because without money you are likely to experience social death (those in poverty).  
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To Women 
 
by Ruth Foster   
 
They talked about a woman’s sphere 
As though they had a limit 
There’s not a place on earth or heaven 
There’s not a task to mankind given 
There is not a whispered yes or no 
There is not a life, or death, or birth 
That has a feather’s weight of worth 
Without a woman in it. 
 
 

So—what’s the meaning of life about? 

 

I’ve collected what some of the greatest thinkers have to say about this complicated subject.  Enjoy. 

Abraham Maslow – Meaning is experienced by the self-actualized, growth motivated person who delights in using his creative powers for their 
own sake, and who can affirm himself and simultaneously transcend himself through peak experiences. 

Paul Tillich – Man can choose to make his life meaningful by surrendering in faith and love to Jesus.  By opening to Jesus and experiencing His 
acceptance and forgiveness, one experiences the joy and freedom of new being and the courage to be oneself. 

Abraham Joshua Heschel – Man experiences his life as meaningful when he lives in G-d’s presence—not simply by encountering G-d in the world, 
but primarily by serving G-d in everyday life, infusing every moment with the spirit of G-d and by dedicating himself to ends outside himself. 

Rollo May – Meaning is experienced by a person centered in himself, who is able to live by his highest values, who knows his own intentionality, 
feels the power of his will to choose, and is able to love. 

 

“Man is cursed with a burden no animal has to bear: he is conscious that his own end in inevitable, that his stomach will die.  As soon as you have 
symbols you have artificial self-transcendence via culture.  Everything cultural is fabricated and given meaning by the mind, a meaning that was 
not given by physical nature…[but] the terror of death still rumbles underneath the cultural repression.  What men have done is to shift the fear of 
death onto the higher of cultural perpetuity…men must not hold  for dear life onto the self-transcending meanings of the society in which they 
live…a new kind of instability and anxiety are created.” 
 

-----Excerpt  from Ernest Becker’s “Escape From Evil” 
 

by Arlene Gardipee 

Why are we here?  That question has given fuel to philosophers and religious leaders down through the ages.  Some of us think that the human race 
is unique.  Others, that we come from the stars.  Why do we desperately seek for life out there?  Are we so afraid of being alone in this vast 
universe?  We cling together in groups or families creating bonds we strive to understand and seldom do until they fragment and break. Religion 
gives us guidance in life—reaffirming our self-worth.  I think it was Descartes who said “I think therefore I am.”  How about “I feel therefore I 
live?” 
 
"The only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it."  --- Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) 

 
"Don't stay in bed, unless you can make money in bed."  --- George Burns (1896-1996) 
 
"I don't know why we are here, but I'm pretty sure that it is not in order to enjoy ourselves." ---  Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) 

 
There are no facts, only interpretations   --- Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) 
 


